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3ig Green issue raises questions
Michael Tar
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Proposition 128or"BigGreen"has
y voters in a big spin, uncertain as
what this initiative will mean for our
The decision before California
iters on November 6 involves a
eepingenvironmentalstatement. Big
n covers many issues, and oppots of Prop 128 are criticizing its
•pe and saying that it is "fatally
iwed".
The wide variety of environmental
esaffectedby 128includepesticide
and oil spill prevention andcleanup,
well as the control of "greenhouse
isses".
Supporters of Prop 128 say that it
ill "Phase out the use of pesticides on
ur food which have already been
raven to cause cancer or birth defects,
id require that safer alternatives be
sed..." This doesn't impress ex-Surm General C. Everett Koop. He
ites, "Public policy should be based
sound science, not scare tactics. If I
raght this proposition would protect
health of mothers and children, as
proponents claim, I'd be with them,
not. Prop. 128 would not protect
bmians' health."
The argument against Big Green is
t it is "well intentioned but full of
ital flaws." says Artie Lawyer, a paid
Ivocate for the campaign against 128.
adds that Big Green is a "grab bag
ill of a lot of different environmental
rases."
What is Big Green supposed to do?

According to Michael Boccadoro

of the Dolphin Group, Big Green is
supposed to solve all of our environ
mental ills.' Prop. 128 proposes
eliminating all carcinogenic (cancercausing) pesticides in this state.
Boccadoro feels that Prop. 135 is a
better alternative to 128 because it is
based on scientific evidence and will
make California produce safer.
For Big Green to prevent an Alas
kan-sized oil spill from happeninghere,
the Oil Spill Prevention and Response
Fund will be created This fund, sup
posed to reach $500 million in six
years, will provide the emergency
support that Alaska did not have during
its crisis. As beneficial as this sounds,
the fund has been criticized as being
more of a "response" than a "preven
tion."
To limit "greenhouse gasses", Big
Green plans for a 20% reduction in
auto emissions by the year 2000 and a
40% reduction by the year 2010. To
reach this goal, opponents of 128 pre
dict a sixty cents per gallon gas tax, and
while those behind 128 call this un
founded, they provide no alternative.
Big Green will also create the Of
fice of Environmental Advocate. Just
as Bill Hoenig was elected to help
improve our schools, voters in 1992
will electan individual to help improve
our environment. This will put an
environmental voice in California gov
ernment, and the often conflicting in
terests of different environmental or
ganizations will therefore be interpreted
by one person. Big Green's multi-mil
lion dollar budget will be under his
control as well, letting him budget

ampus pushes
awareness
By Sarah Walraven
Staff Writer

<k,

Iradiuonally, October has been a
month known for its cooler weather,
changing colors and Halloween cos
tumes. But within the last few years,
October has also come to be known as
AIDS Awareness month. The admin
istration, faculty, and students at UOP
have implemented new committees and
organizations to approach this new
concern and enhance AIDS awareness
on campus.
To help organize this effort, UOP
has createdan AIDS Task Force. Dean
Barr, administrative head of Student
Lifeand leaderof the task force, agreed
that the main purpose of the task force
was to educate UOP's student popula
tion about AIDS, HIV, and to inform
them of their risks.
Barr emphasized that UOP students
don't fall into all of the typical "AIDS
risk" categories. "UOP students are
not IV drug users, and they don't have
to worry about getting AIDS from their
mothers since they're already born.
UOP students will get AIDS from un
protected sex."
Ban also stated that there is a clear
relationship between alcohol use and
the risk of having unprotected sex.
"When students are drinking they're
not using their best judgement." Barr
said that it is important for students to
remember that they only have to have
sex one time with an infected partner to
contract the disease.
One of the major changes that the
UOP task force has implemented is
making surecondoms are passed out at

Cowell Health Center. Dean Barr said
that regardless of how educated an
individual is about the risk of getting
AIDS, it is his/her behavior that will
determine whether he/she actually
contracts the disease. "The central
issue is, no matter what people know,
what do they do?"
Another entity involved withAIDS
awareness week is SHAC, Student
Health Advisory Committee. The peer
based committee is doing its part in
spreading campus AIDS awareness this
month by hosting activities advocating
AIDS awareness and safe sex.
One of these activites, held on October
23 in the McCaffrey Center, had mem
bers from the Public Health Depart
ment,Planned Parenthood,SanJoaquin
AIDS Foundation, and San Joaquin
Office of Substance Abuse present in
formation on AIDS. Cathy Bowser, a
member of SHAC and coordinator of
the weeks events, also said that other
members of the AIDS committee will
be holding "night meetings" in the
dormitories to discussAIDS andrelated
topics.
Cowell Health Center is also as
sisting in AIDS Awareness Week by
clearly displaying the latest pamphlet
information regarding the disease. Joan
Peters, a nurse at Cowell Health Center
and a member of the UOP Task Force,
said that everyone at the Health Center
is doing their best to keep students
informed. Ms. Peters also stated that
any student who suspects they have
been exposed to the HIV virus should
be tested. Presently Cowell Health
Center does not offer the test for HIV,

(See AIDS, page 2)
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Boy Scouts pass out ribbons to UOP students reminding them
of National Red Ribbon Week for a drug free America.

money according to how he sees fit.
Where did Big Green come from?
Proposition 128, or the Big Green
Initiative was bom about one yearago.
Its authors, Tom Hayden and John Van
De Kamp, were having trouble passing
similar environmental legislation in
Sacramento. They decided to take
their case directly to the voters using
the initiative process, which involves
petitioning for a proposition to be in
cluded on the next ballot.

Tigers win first back-to-back
games since 1986
New records set

What will Big Green really do?

Much of this is uncertain, because
whether the funds will be there to
support Big Green's various programs
remains a mystery.
As far as how much Big Green will
really cost, the conflict continues. A
non-partisan legislative analyst claims
the price tag will be $2.5 billion. The
city of Los Angeles estimates the cost
of Big Green's greenhouse gasses
limitation to be $6 billion in LA alone.
Those opposing 128 claim a total
cost of $12 billion. With no guess at an
overall cost or any funding provision,
supporters of Big Green argue that the
lives saved will outweigh any cost. A
recent editorial in the Sacramento Bee
states,"BigGreen'sbackersdon'tworry
about those questions, and it's that fact
that makes this initiative so dangerously
irresponsible. California needs envi
ronmental leadership. It doesn't need
Big Green."

Kopp leads offense to 62-24 conquest over
New Mexico State.
Pacific becomes 3-4 for the year.

Sophomore quarterback Troy
Kopp completed 28of46passesfor
564yards against New MexicoState
and also ran for 37 yards to'give him
a UOP and conference record 601
yards of total offense. Kopp already
ranks in the Pacific career Top Ten
in six different categories.
Sophomore wide receiver Aaron
TumerbrokeGary Woznick's record
(set in 1965) for single-game re
ceiving yards with 265 on 11 catches
against New Mexico State. With
265 receiving yards Turner holds
the fourth best record in Big West
Conference history. He ranks sec
ond in the nation in receiving yards
per game with an average of 114.57
yards per contest
Paefic ranks atop the Big West
Conference and third in the nation
in passing offence by averaging
339.7 yards per game.

Bookstore defends Migrant workers face
harsh conditions
high prices
By Carolyn Jeffery
Staff Writer
The University Bookstore, in pro
viding the campus community with
mostof its academicand personal needs,
is undergoing scrutiny by the students
it serves. When asked about their
opinions concerning bookstore prices,
students' felt that most items cost too
much.
"The University overprices every
thing", says Jeanne Mardis.
"I only buy textbooks from the
bookstore because I assume that all
other merchandise is too expensive,
but I've never really done a price
comparison,"states D'AnneHutchens.
According to the University
Bookstore Director,A1Warren, thestore
does not purposely raise its prices to
merely increase profits. Instead, it at
tempts to remain competitive with
stores around town that carry compa
rable items.
Now entering his 23rd yearat UOP,

Waren welcomes comments and con
cerns and is confident about the store's
pricings and policies. "We have no
secrets. These manufacturer mark-ups
are beyond our control, and we want to
work with the students to find the best
solution that is available," states War
ren.
Pacific's Book Store uses standard
pricing which is setforth by theNational
Association of College Stores for its
merchandise.
Regarding textbook prices, Warren
explained that the rising costs are di
rectly related to the publishing com
panies' recent mergers and take-overs.
For this reason, the book store works
hard to make more used textbooks
available to the students. However,
these are also highly priced because of
clean-up and processing.
So far this semester, the bookstore
has experienced a pleasurable increase
in sales. Just to name a few areas:
greeting card sales are up 30%; art

By Ted McCall
Guest Writer

Due to the loss of two key crops in
the Valley this year, the migrant farm
worker suffered additional hardship.
The asparagus crops were frozen, most
of the cherry crop was lost to rain,
which affected the available work for
the poor workers.
The goal of the Western Farm
Workers Association is to become a
representative body of the work force
in San Joaquin County. The organiza
tion has already won battles to help
workers get their paychecks. Ithasalso
gotten the owners to fix up the living
conditions at the allegedly abandoned
camps.

Struggling to survive under dan
gerous working conditions and living
in unsanitary labor camps, the life of a
typical migrant farm worker is so harsh
that their average life span is only 41
years.
San Joaquin county currently hosts
over 6,000 migrant farm workers, most
of which are illegal aliens from Mexico,
Panamaand othercountries throughout
Central America. The migrant workers
travel from job to job looking forcheap
wages and a place to survive.
Farm owners often take advantage
of the opportunity to save on cheap
labor and disregard normal employ
ment benefits and laws. There is a
scarcity of clothing, food, and clean
water for the workers who drink from
wells contaminated with pesticides.
Their confined living space is
crammed with 20 people to a room.
The community kitchens are rampid
-Richard Romero
with flies and leaky stoves.
(See BOOKSTORE, page 2)
Western Farm Workers
"Farm workersface one of the most
hazardous working conditions in the
The migrant workers, some of
nation," says Richard Romero, the whom are US citizens, is very much a
volunteers coordinator of the Western part of the San Joaquin Valley's large
fanning community. These types of
locally produced performances includ- Farm Workers Association.
The Western Farm Workers As seasonal jobs play a major role in the
ing the Stockton and Modesto
symphonies."We are constantly ful sociation, founded in 1983, presently Nation's food production.
"Without collective bargaining,
filling our duty in letting the commu lisst 6,000 legitimate members which
nity know what's going on in the fine have paid a 62 cent membership fee. these workers may not be paid," says
arts," says Crawford. He says that as an The Association is a mutual benefit Romero.
Occasionally, farm owners report
endorser of fine arts, KUOP hasa vital organization which is taking a stand on
their illegal workers to the Department
function broadcasting local talents and the unfair working conditions, h
Without backing from the National of Immigration Services after the work
live concerts.
Labor
Relations Act of 1934, or the is complete. This results in the deport
One of the most important aspects
of KUOP is to act as a student training workers union, life for the migrant ment of the illegal workers without any
facility. The station currently employs farm worker is often dangerous and compensation for their work already
completed.
11 students who achieve hands-on ex ungovemed.
perience in producing shows and
broadcasting news. "It gives an op
portunity for students which commer
cial stations would not allow," says
Leslie Peddicord who reports for the
New Mac's hit market
2
noon news.
Some of the stations future goals Anti-Semitic comments cause protest
3
include expanding its listening audi
ence, upgrading its production studio, Quiter quiet hours
4
and expanding its already creative va
5
riety of student produced shows. "We Tenaza works to save islands
want to develop thestudio to become a
6
top notch production facility with in UOP football player is recognized
dividuals who can produce pretty much
El Torrito's Auction
...J
anything they want," says Crawford.
Representing the University and Football routs as offense rolls 62-24
8
serving as proof of its quality pro-

"Farm worker face
one of the most
hazardous
working
conditions in the
nation."

KUOP adds variety
By Ben Goorin
News Editor
Each day at 91.3 on the F.M. dial,
KUOP sends its broadcast signal
throughout the central valley, as it has
done for about the last 40 years. KUOP,
the representative radio station of UOP,
had its beginnings as a predominently
jazz and orchestral station. Recendy,
the station has expanded its format to
include music targetdng different age
and cultural groups, such as ethnic
music, dixieland jazz and progressive
rock.
KUOP, a nationally recognized
public radio station, transmits its sig
nal toover22counties from Sacramento
to Merced providing listeners with al
ternative programing. "This is pro
gramming that you don't get on com
mercial radio,"says Jeff Crawford,
Programming Director of KUOP. The
station broadcasts35differentprograms
with music ranging from jazz to clas
sical to folk and bluegrass. In addition,
KUOP hosts The Reggae Show, Pro
gressive Connection, and a nationally
produced news show.
Asa non-profit public radio station,
KUOP provides the community with

This Week

(See KUOP, page 2)

Water Polo defeats rivals
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IN THE NEWS

Three new Mac's
hit market

Ken Kesey, author of "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," and "Some
times a Great Notionwill speak at UOPon Monday,Nov. 5, at 8 p.m. in Long
Theater. Kesey will discuss his recent book, "The Further Inquiry," which
chronicles his 1964 cross-country trek in an old bus with the "merry
pranksters." A free book-signing reception will precede the event at 4:00 p.m.
in LongTheater.Kesey's visit is sponsored by theStockton Arts Commission's
Marian Jacobs Poetry and Prose Symposium in cooperation with UOP and
Raymond Alumni Associates. Tickets, $7.50 per person or $5 for students
with school ID, will be on sale at the UOP Box Office and the Stockton Arts
Commission. For more information, call the Stockton Arts Commission at
948-6488.

Compiled by James Miller

"Risks Versus Benefits of Drug Therapy" will be the topic of public
presentation be George deStevens, former executive vice president and
director of CIBA-Geigy Corporation, on Tuesday,Oct 30,at 7:30p.m. in the
School of Pharmacy Rotunda. George deStevens will be on campus the week
of Oct. 28 as a Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow. In addition to his public
address, he will visit several classes and meet with students, faculty and
administrators.
The Berkeley Shakespeare Festival will bring its critically lauded pro
duction of William Shakespeare's Twelfth Night to the Modesto Junior
College Auditorium on Friday, Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. This will be the only
performance by the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival in Stanislaus County this
year and the final tour for the fifteen year old Berkeley Shakespeare Festival
before moving to its new amphitheater site and becoming the California
Shakespeare Festival next year. Reserved seating tickets for the Berkeley
Shakespeare Festival production are $12 for adults and $9 for students and
may be purchased from the Stanislaus County Arts Commission, 525-7375 or
Modesto Junior College Ticket Central, 575-6050, MJC Bookstore 435
College Avenue, Modesto.
U.S. Latin American relations will be the topic of the Fall 1990 Bishop
Miller Lecture on Wednesday, Oct 31,at 7 p.m. in UOP's Gold Room "U S
-Labn American Relations Within a Changing World" will be presented by
Peter D. Bell, President of The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation For more
information, call Clark Shimeall at 478-6318.

AIDS
(Continued from page 1)
however the San Joaquin office of Pub
lic Health offers freeanonymous tests.
There are future goals for the AIDS
task force. Dean Bare and the other
members of the task force are hopeful
that the function of their program will
become long term, serving as an edu
cational resource for all student con
cerns.

BOOKSTORE

Atchley

(Continued from page 1)

supply sales are up 40% and compact
disc sales are up 60%.
Stock is checked daily and sales
evaluations aredoneonamonthly basis.
The Book Store is currently taking the
first inventory of this school year.
In essence the major goal of AIDS
Like most stores, the University
Awareness Week at UOP is to make Bookstore does experience theft They
students realize the impact thedecisions 316 hying to focus and investigate the
they make now will have on their fu possible sources of thesecrimes. "Most
tures. Dean
problems, we believe,
may stem
. Bare stated that because of of our yiuurans,
oeueve, may
stem
the long incubation periodof the AIDS from people outside the University
virus, many students wont know they structure", states Warren
are sick until long after graduation. He
The sensors normally located just
wenton tosay thateven thoughcollege insidethebookstoreentrancehavebeen
life has not changed much over the last removed
due to over-sensitivity and
ew years, the issues have. "The game malfunction. However, other security
is" 1 new- Jut ^ stakes are. Students measures are being examined in addineed tounderstand that they're making tion tothe surveillance camerasalready
decisions for their life."
in operation.
*
EHita Goedecke, a UOP counselor
u
.. , c
i he University ouoKsiorenasbeen
Bookstore has been
and task force member, expressed that under University ownership since the
the task force needs to continue edu- 1950's when it was bought back from a
eating students and making them aware private company. Consequendy any
of theresources available to them, such profits made by the Bookstore are di. .
. - .
as the Public Heath Department
reedy deposited into the University's
The Public Health office does general fund helping to keep tuidon at
anonymous testing, saidGoedecke.The itC
moot ranlinil/.
• •
its most
realisdc minimum.
The
person getting the test never gives Bookstore has budgeted $125,000 to
anyone their name nor are personal
go into general university funds this
filesofanylrindkeptonthatindividual.
year.
In addition to the Public Health
The Copy Center, located near the
Office, Planned Parenthood also does
ents. The phone number of the San

are compeUve with those of Kinko's

468-3400 ^e nmnberf^S3^6"1 ^

DurinS

FREMONT, Calif. — In a move to
reach more people with Macintosh
personal computers, Apple Computer,
Inc. last week, announced a suite of
new low-cost Macintosh products.
These new productseffectively reduce
the entry price to Macintosh comput
ing by 50 percent.
"To reach newcustomers, we didn't
just lower the prices of our existing
products. We redesigned these com
puters from the ground up with the
features customers have told us they
value most," said John Sculley, Apple's
chairman and chief executive officer.
"In doingso, we've raised the standard
of what customers can expect from
low-cost personal computing. Many
people have told us that they wanted
Macintosh, but price was a barrier.
With this introduction, we can break
down that barrier. These new comput
ers mark an aggressive new corporate
commitment to reach morepeople with
Macintosh."
The newest members of the
Macintosh family are the Apple
Macintosh Classic, the lowest cost
Macintosh; the Apple Macintosh LC,

the month of Sep-

s
s
s
r
r
r

and

I l»
the lowest cost color Macintosh; and
the Apple Macintosh Ilsi, the lowest
cost Macintosh II. Recognizing the
importance of lowering the cost of the
entire system, Apple also introduced
0
IK5&
several low-cost peripherals that
complement the new computers. A KUOP disk jockey on air.
fclf-r.
i!^r
Among these are new color and
monochrome monitors and extras such
slide shows for the production depart
as an expansion card that allows Apple
ment and host faculty produced talk
He-compatible software to run on the (Contimued from page 1)
shows. "We cannot help but to be |
Macintosh LC. The Macintosh Plus, grams, KUOP acts as a beacon for connected with the university, we ait
Sept-2B
SE and Ilex were discontinued to make UOP. "We are connected with the
KUOP." KUOP is broadcasted via
Kippi*
room for the new machines.
University and supply it with all kinds sattelite, seven days a week, 24 hoursa
ofVorT1 - nroar three
"We expect the new machines of services," says Crawford. "We do day. '
ensuing
^Swedlycon^
should sell like hotcakes because you
are now able to get more of acomputer
FM 91.3 AT A GLANCE
for a more affordable price," said Cindy
MONDAYS TUESDAYS WEDNESDAYS THURSDAYS FRIDAY8>| SATURDAY!S^UNDAYsj
A
1
Jews*1
Thomas, manager of theUOPcomputer
A
^Lord's
worfL*rai
store.
WEEKEND
J
MORNING EDITION
flJlting oL^ith the Review pr
EDITION
Apple revealed that initial market
'
(News)
(News)
vtlerquotecra
acceptance for the new products has
its usual ma
Performance Today
ulhin
indeed been strong. In fact, the com
•Roosevelt nostrum.
pany has received more initial orders
Dixteland'a
MORNING CLASSICS
My
for the Macintosh Classic than any
in the Sep
1
Beat
other computer in the its history. The
Prairie
Classic, available immediately to Uni
Fires
frfSSK-Sl
LteCi.yCoUegt.sdom,
And
versity students,faculty and staff at the
Big
Paper
fewhcUque-madeuptf
BREEZIN*
UOP Computer Store after discount
Band
Moons
(Jazz)
Classics
(Folk
but before tax for $826.20 ($1,240.15
and
with a40 megabyte hard disk), becomes
Bluegrass)
the least expensive Macintosh ever
LOCAL NEWS
offered without losingany capabilities
Swing '
CALNET
(State News)
or performance of the Macintosh SE.
Bands
Pins
The Macintosh LC, not available in
,
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
5
quantity until February, 1991, offers
(National News)
a
Car
256 colors, sound input, and optional
3
|A Closer
UOP
World
Community
I Look |Potpourri
Talk
Review
Potpourri World
Apple lie software compatibility with
of
Latin
Bob
ft Ray
PERFORMANCE
TODAY
more than 10,000applications. Pricing
Mel
Jazz
With
Williams
for students, faculty and staff at the
Piano
Car
The
Thistle ft
Hearts of
(Jazz)
Sabor
Jazz
Talk
Shamrock
Spsce
Oldies
computer store for the LC has not yet
Latino
KUOP
Show
been set.
Playhouse

KUOP

?'

Amherst

dines
with
Quayle
By Courtney Barnes

Staff Writer

UOP President Bill Atchley was
among 180 attendees at a dinner held
for Vice-President Dan Quayle last
Thursday.

Finally, the Macintosh Ilsi lowers
the cost of Macintosh II-class com
puting by delivering the performance
of the Macintosh Ilex for more than
$2,200 less (based on suggested retail
price). Although the lowest cost
member of the Macintosh II line, the
(See MACS, page 10)
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City
Heat
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,
Reggae
Show |

to the
House

The$l,000perplateeventwasheld
at theStockton home of Faye and Alex
Spanos. The event was held to raise
money for Rebublican gubernatorial
candidate Senator Pete Wilson

CPS) — Amhersi College 1
Hai taid University are the two I
coliiges in thecountry, U.S. Newsj
Wo Id Report claims.

he magazine's sixth annual m
togs among the most popular of g
® such consumer "polls" of
but is the k
iast year

the National Ccntr*
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Quayle was originally scheduled to
be in the area to attend the WilsonFeinstein debatein San Francisco. The
event was cancelled because Wilson
had to return to Washington to work on
the budget crisis.

!&*•- the m.^
¥ptitative:~'JP,C'Wbcin80v

While inside the house, President
and Mrs. Atchley had photos taken
with theVice-President and were seated
at the table next to him. After dining on
filet of beef and rasbeny mousse, Alex
Spanos introduced Atchley to Quayle.
According toAtchley, Quaylespoke
briefly about Wilson's importance in
California.
uwtomia. Atchley said that Quayle's

^sseS^ne.N^
?'^Puses h ,tt*nPued lists
how hard the Sub}CctJve
Hut.
•heir classes
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PROTESTANT WORSHIP SERVICE

MORRIS CHAPEL

You can gain the
valuable experience
you need to break-out
of the "no job until
you have experience"
. catch-22. The
advertising
department of The
Pacifican can train you
and work with your
student schedule to
provide you both
money and a learning
experience. Apply at
our office, third floor
of Hand Hall.
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ACKOSS THE NATTON
Anti-Semitic comments cause protest
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(CPS) — Students and administra
tes at two colleges blasted campus
newspapers in early October for pub
lishing anti-Semitic sentiments.
One of the papers, at the City College campus at of theCity University of
^e\v York system, evoked a public
reprimand from its school president for
printing anti-Semetic column on its
opinion page.
Another paper, the intentionally
provocative Dartmouth Review, pro
voked a firestorm of criticism and a
giant demonstration by over half the
student body when it printed a quote
from Adolf Hitler on Sept. 28, theJewish
holiday of Yom Kippur.
In the ensuing uproar, three staff
members of theavowedly conservative,
independently financed and strenuously
controversial Review resigned.
"By warding off the Jews, I am
fighting for the Lord's work," read the
Hitler quote, with the Review printed
within its usual masthead credo, a
Theodore Roosevelt nostrum.
An opinion column by former stu
dent Vivek Golikeri in the Sept. 17
edition of The Campus similarly
charged the City College is dominated
by a"Jewishclique" made up of "pow-

erful, arrogant people who often con
trol everything."
"I was appalled by the blatant antiSemitism expressed in the column,"
saidCityCollegePresidentBemardW.
Harleston in a letter to the paper.
"I urge the editors of The Campus
and the other student media to reject
such blatant prejudice both in their
news stories and on their opinion
pages," he added.
Dartmouth President James 0.
Freedman, whom the Review once
charged was himself behaving like
Hitler, reacted with almost the exact
same sentiments.
"Appalling bigotry of this kind has
no place at the college or in the coun
try," he said.
"For 10 years, the Dartmouth Re
view has consistently attacked blacks
because they areblack, women because
they are women and Jews because they
are Jews," Freedman's statement said.
Freedman and two professors from
Dartmouth spoke at a student rally
against the Review on Oct. 3, which
was attended by more than 2,500 stu
dents.
Review editors could not be reached
for comment.

In a statement released to the press
they said the quote got into the newspa
per "through an act of sabotage, a
subterfuge, a dirty trick that we are
determined to track down and expose."
However, the statement also lashed
outagainstthe school for its protests. It
called the situation "Dartmouth's
Tawana Brawley case," in reference to
the black New York teenager who said
she had been raped by a white man, a
claim that was later discredited.
"A sabotage and hoax is cynically
exploited by demagogues to stir up
hatred and polarization," the statement
said.
The paper has indeed attracted the
enmity of many Dartmouth adminis
trators and students.
In years past, itsponsored a lobsterand champagne dinner during a cam
pus fast to raise money for homeless
people, published a list of Gay Student
Association members, ran a "Black
English" column alleging the school's
black students are generally illiterate
and had staff members suspended for
wrecking an anti-apartheid shanty and
getting ina shoving match with a black
professor.
In August, William Cole, the pro

fessor who fought with Review staff
ers, resigned, citing two years of ha
rassment from the Review as one of his
reasons for leaving.
Alex Huppe, Dartmouth's news
service director, said the Review's
stereotyping and criticism of whole
groups of people has hurt the school's
recruiting of minority students and
faculty members.
Moreover, he doubted theReview's
contention that publishing the Hitler
was a mistake, recalling Reviewers
previously claimed the "Black En
glish," shanty wrecking and Cole in
cidents were all works of individual
staffers and not the Review itself.
While Review Editor-in-chiefKevin
Pritchett has apologized repeatedly for
the incident, the editors at The Campus
have not done so.
In an editorial printed two weeks
after the first opinion piece, the editors
defended their right to print such an
article.
"A range of views tend to get people
to act...hopefully towards justice and
peace," the editorial said.
The Campus editors were not avail
able for comment.

Harvard,
Yearbook publishers settle charges
mherst
receive
honors
(CPS) —Amherst College and
Harvard University are the two best
colleges in thecountry, U.S. News and
World Report claims.
The magazine's sixth annual rank
ing is among the most popular of sev
eral such consumer "polls" of the
nation's campuses, but is the least
popular among college presidents and
other officials.
Last year the National Center for
Postsecondary Governance and Fi
nance criticized the magazine's
rankings, for example, as being overly
"quantitative."
Since the Yale Daily News first be
gan publishing an "Insiders' Guide" to
campuses in the 1960s, groups as di
verse as Playboy magazine, New York
Times education editor Edward Fiske,
Peterson'sGuidesandBarron's,among
many others, have compiled lists that
rank campuses by subjective factors
like how hard their classes are, how
much they cost and even how good
their parties are.
Just weeks before U.S. News' Oct.
lOranking.forexample, Money maga
zine named Cooper Union in New York
as "America's best college buy."
"We spend a lot of time listening to
college officials who critique our
rankings," said Robert Morse,a senior
U.S. News and World Report editor
who oversaw thecollege ranking issue.
"We also do a lot of research into
(creating) better measures of aschool's
merit," added Morse, who said the
magazine did change its ranking sys
tem this year to appease critics.
The magazine ranks colleges on
their academic reputation, student se
lectivity, faculty resources, financial
resources and student satisfaction.
Morsesaid this year researches gave
more weight to schools' financial re
sources — how much money is spent
on each student — and less to student
satisfaction, measured by the number
of students who graduate in five years.
The other three categories all re
ceived equal weight
Morse said it was also the first year
the magazine ranked specialty schools.
Cooper did get named as the third
best engineering school in U.S. News'
speciality rankings.
Morse said the college rankings
"shouldn't be the sole reason why
people choose to go or not to go to a
particular school."
In an article in the issue, U.S. News'
editors explain "when two semesters at
some private colleges can cost more
than the average American earns in a
year, the information provided by the
U.S. News constitutes a valuable ser
vice for those who pay the lofty bills."

(CPS) —The nation's three top — print yearbooks for hundreds of
school yearbookpublishers haveagreed high schools and colleges, Rolnicki
to pay more than $400,000 to settle added.
legal claims they illegally fixed prices
In a statement, Herff-Jones main
it charged schools to print their books. tained that it has "faithfully served the
The case, which involved schools educational community for over 70
and campuses in the state of Washing years and has consistently followed a
ton, could hurt relations between the policy of maintaining a high level of
publishers and schools all over the ethical and legal standards in the con
country,oneyearbookobserverclaims. duct of its business."
The Oct 1 settlement "may cause
Jacqueline Stenson, editor-in-chief
other school districts to call into ques at Pennsylvania State University's
tion their contracts with publishers," yearbook, said the suit wouldn't affect
said Tom Rolnicki of the Associated her school's relationship with Josten's.
Collegiate Press and the National
"If they haven't been proven guilty,
Scholastic Press Association, trade thatwouldneverhuitourrelationship,"
groups for yearbook and school she said.
newspaper workers.
In Washington, state officials ac
Herff-Jones of Indianapolis,Taylor cused the publishers and 10 of their
Publishing of Dallas and Josten's of salespeople of illegally working to
Minnesota— the companies involved gether to rig the printing bids they

Volunteer at the
Anderson Y Center

made to schools, fix their prices and
agree not to try and steal clients away
from each other by offering more ser
vices or lower estimates.
The collusion artificially raised the
amounts students had to pay for their
yearbooks "in the range of a few dol
lars, probably less than 10," said State
Attorney General Ken Eikenberry.
To settle the claim, the three com
panies agreed to pay $390,000 in
damages and $130,000 in court costs
and fees.
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r CAMPUS NEWS NOTES Greek membership booms at Toledo

TOLEDO, Ohio (CPS) — While fraternities and sororities at a number of
campuses nationwide report fewer students have gone through rush this fall,
University of Toledo officials say they may have to expand a just-finished
greek housing complex to accommodate new members.
"We will continue to work closely with these groups so they have adequate
facilities," said assistant dean of students Lori Edgeworth at the Sept. 28
dedication of the complex, built for 420.

23 arrested at Wisconsin pro-marijuana rally
MADISON, Wis. (CPS) — Twenty-three people were arrested at a Sept.
29-Oct. 1 Great Midwest Marijuana Harvest Festival, held to call for the
decriminalization of the drug.
An estimated 14,000 attended thefestival, where speaker Jack Herer set the
theme by declaring, "The time for reefer madness is over. The time for reefer
gladness should begin."
"Most people are pretty satisfied," reported police spokeswomen Jane
Papalia. "Nobody got hurt. The crowd did its thing. We did our thing."

Supreme court leaves 'Last Temptation'
alone
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) — The U.S. Supreme Court said onOct 1
that it would let stand a lower court ruling that "The Last Temptation of
Christ," one of the most frequently picketed films to tour campuses in recent
years, was not blasphemous and was protected by constitutional free speech
guarantees.
Various religious groups picketed the Martin Scorcese movie, which
includes brief references to Jesus's putative love for Mary Magdalene, when
it was shown at Oklahoma State University, Northern Virginia Community
College and Seminole Community College in Florida, among other places.

UDC students end 11-day protest
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) — University of District of Columbia stu
dents voted to end a protest Oct.6 that had shut down their school for 11 days.
After winning officials' agreement to implement most of the 40 im
provements in student life they haddemanded, protesters occupying two UDC
buildings reluctantly agreed toacompromisein which the school's discredited
trustees, 11 of whom were "political friends" of outgoing Mayor Marion
Berry, Jr., would keep their jobs until January.
Students contended UDC, which has gone through five presidents in eight
years, is badly run.

Stanford 'welcomes' gays Into married
housing
STANFORD, Calif. (CPS) — In the most liberal nod toward gay students
in the nation, Stanford opened its married housing units, athletic facilities and
libraries to all enrolled "couples in long-term domestic facilities," acting Dean
of Students affairs Norm Robinson announced Oct 12.
Robinson said the policy would cover "unmarried hetorsexuals, gays and
lesbians" in order to "ensure thatstudents do not have to choose between their
domestic commitments and their studies at Stanford."
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EDITORIAL

Quiter quiet
hours
Once again mid terms, term papers and studying are in full
bloom on campus, and students have settled down from

the

excitement of summer to put their noses to the grindstone.

Violentc

Unfortunately, many of these students are finding it difficult to

ln<JCS C'*-

Ustin^ I***;,

concentrate fully on their endeavors because of the disrespectful
noise created by their neighbors. Nowhere on campus is this fact
more true than for students living in the McCaffrey Center or

,kaiA

..„(V

Grace Covell, who each night must find the ability to focus on

h!"n

psychology and biology while at the same time, clearing their

.iwtl o t f i c *

nctSuM8^

minds of the music, laughter and obscenities blared by the
fraternity circle.

-untTTt <x •'

To many, the fraternity houses seem distant enough to allow

was10"

_i, police

them to promote their own activities, without any thought to the
fctf*Isra^licd

residences around them. However, the distance separating the

by *

houses from the non-greek students is not dismissable. Each
night, the noise and commotion of the fraternities

calls to

question the authority of the Student Life staff and Public Safety
officers who are allowing such actions to occur. Within each of
the residence halls, it is clearly stated that quiet hours are to be
enforced for the courtesy of all who are studying or sleeping.
This rule does not seem to penetrate the fraternity circle. On
weekdays, when quiet hours begin at 11 p.m., residents of the
fraternities are still playing music and yelling at others across the
parking lot well into the early morning hours.
While it is to be expected that the fraternities

themselves

should alleviate this situation, it is not practical to expect such
action. If this type of behavior is going to occur, it should be the
administrative duty of Public Safety and Residential Life, a
division of Student Life that has R.A.S in two of the three houses,
to handle the problem.
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UOP Student wins

$1,000,000
By Miriam Watson
Entertainment Editor

Actually, this headline is not quite
accurate. In fact, the amount of money
is really something like $1,250,000,
and that student who won is me. You
see, I have somehow become a very
lucky person lately, or unlucky as the
case may be. Some company is circu
lating my name around to different
"legitimate"prize-winning companies.
I must make a confession though. It's
my fault. I was a sucker. I think itmight
have been Ed McMahon or maybe it
was an offer for an all-expenses-paid
trip to Paris. Anyway, I actually peeled
and stuck the "YES!" sticker on the
response card, put a 25 cent stamp on
it and mailed it away.
Little did I know the price I would
have to pay. Since I have returned to
school I have been bombarded with
cash and certificate awards from the
first piece of mail I received.
At first I was actually taken by a
few. On one, the return mailingaddress
was the "Audit Control Bureau." I
thought "audit," must be legitimate. I
reallydid win! Butbeingafairlyrational
person, I decided to read on before I
started phoning my parents. I learned
from the microscopic print that my
prize was not $7,500, but a certificate
for manufacturer's supermarket dis
count coupons. Further, the postcard
said that if I call instead of sending in
my notice, I would recieve an''EXTRA
BONUS! $500 in super savings cou
pons—valid at..." The "extra bonus
$500" was clearly in capital boldletters
while the rest was in normal print. Now
here's the punch line: each call costs

$5.98. So if you can think of all the
people who actually fall for this, the
company is probably making quite a
bit of money.
But some of these award notifica
tions weren't quite so obvious. Near
the address label a "Warning" notice
wasattached, saying thatanyone caught
tampering with this notice will be
subject to prosecution. Wait, isn't that
true of anyone tampering with any
mail? I even got a handwritten one
asking why I had not responded and to
please hurry and call or my prize would
be given away to someone else.
After receiving about six different

"I've probably
spent more time in
the last seven
weeks reading
junk mail than
reading my
experimental
psychology."
"WINNER!" cards in the mail, about
one every week and a half, I didn't even
bother to read them anymore but just
tossed them, unopened. This isprobably
what I should have done with the all of
them, but when you see your name next
to

[J such situations, nc

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Epoch apology
The yearbook staff would like to
formally apologize to the men of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon for the story that appearedinthe 1989-90Epoch. Not only
was the description of the house
negative, but it was exaggerated and
based on rumors. This was a very
unfortunate incident and we regret any
difficulties this article may have caused.
While there is no excuse for this display
of poor journalistic discretion, we can
assure you that this type of inaccuracy
will not happen again. ASUOP does
not support this lack of professional
ism and has hired a new staff to produce

Good "news" not
necessarily
earned
Last week, US. News and World
Report listed UOP as one of the top
schools in the Western States Region.
Yet, the Pacifican outlined problems of
vandalism (carsandbuildings),billfolds
(money and personal items), alcohol
problems, lack of security and police,
and shrinking budgets for equipment
and maintenance at UOP.
I wouldlike to suggest several ideas
for possible consideration. First of all,
why couldn't our relationship with the
Stockton community be betterand more
cooperative? Perhaps the fraternities
and sororities could adopt (mentoring,
tutoring, skill develoomenf) an entire

- "HAS WON OUR GRAND
PRIZE," it is only human, or should I
say American, to be curious. So I've
probably spent more time in the last
seven weeks reading my junk mail than
reading my experimental psychology.
partment. Secondly, we could donate
Such is lifeJ guess...live and learn!
our food once a month, by not eating
one meal, and feeding the homeless in

PACIFIC TALKS
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Tenaza works to save islands
By Chadd Kim
Staff Writer

Violence closes city to
Palestinians
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JERUSALEM— Israeli security
forces killed 21 Palestinian protesters
last week at A1 Aqsa plaza, causing a
chain reaction that led to the killing of
three Jews last Sunday, and theclosing
of Jerusalem to Palestinians on Mon
day. Following rumors of a Jewish
'invasion" in the city, Palestinian
youths rushed Israeli police at the plaza.
When the Israeli policekilled an Arab,
the Palestinians replied by throwing
rocks at police and worshippers at the
A1 Aqsa Mosque. Angry Israelis fought
back with live ammunition. President
Bush criticized the action, stating that
the Israelis"need tobe better prepared
for such situations, need to act with
greater restraint, particularly when it
comes to the useof deadly force." The
21 deaths were the result of the worst
sineleactofvinlonre.inEast Jerusalem
since Israel captured the Arab section
of the city in 1967. Israeli policemen
surrounded Jerusalem withroadblocks
on Monday to keep Palestinians out of
the city and away from Israelis who
might seek revenge for the slaying of
the three Jews on Sunday.

Saddam's dream may
mean pullout
MANAMA, Bahrain—AKuwaiti
newspaper reported that Saddam
Hussein dreamed the prophet
Mohammed appeared before him and
told the Iraqi president his missies
"were pointed in the wrong direction."
Saddam is said to have toldan audience
of top aides who murmurred "God be
blessed" how Mohammed appeared
before him swathed in whiterobes, the
newspaper Al-Seyassah said Sunday.
"The prophet Mohammed visited me
in my sleep all dressed in pure white,
but appearing concerned about some
thing," Al-Seyassah said. It quoted
Saddam as relating:" 'Oprophetof the
Lord,' Itold him, 'whatisityourequire
of me?' And he replied 'I've come,
Saddam, to call to your attention a big
mistake.' 'What is it, O Prophet?' I
asked, and he said 'I see your rockets
deployed wrongly.'" Iraqi missies have
been reported to be pointing south
toward the hundreds of thousands of
Western forces massed in and around
Saudi Arabia, whichabuts the Kuwaiti
border. "'How?' I asked, and he re
plied, 'Theyarenot pointed in the right
direction,"'thepapersaidof Saddam's
)urported remarks. Al-Seyassah said
the story was being spread around
raq's capital of Baghdad by Iraqi in
telligence in an apparent attempt to
prepare Iraqis psychologically for a
)ullout from Kuwait
—The
Associated Press

KGB agents jailed
MOSCOW — KGB Chairman
Vladimir Kryuchkov Monday said
someagentshavebeenjailedandmore
may be tried for breaking Soviet law
while prosecuting dissidents in the
1960s. The head of thenotorious secret
police said the cases of dissidents found
guilty of "anti-Soviet propaganda" in
the 1960s would be reviewed. He im
plied that a blanket exoneration may
be granted t) them. During the 1960s,
anti-Soviet propaganda was construed
by Kremlin authorities to be virtually
any criticism of the Communist Party
or its running of the country.
—Cox News Service

Mandela to meet rival
leader
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
In a significant concession, the
African National Congress said
Monday that Nelson Mandela would
meet with Chief Mangosuthu Gatsha
Buthelezi in the latter's capacity as
leader of the Zulu political movement
Inkatha. The decision significantly
advances Buthelezi's claim to partici
pate as a full partner, along with the
ANC, in constitutional talks with the
government. Mandelaearlier declined

to see the Inkatha leader, then last month
he said he would do so, but only at a
meeting of the Black homeland leaders.
Buthelezi refused to attend the meeting
on Oct. 5 on the ground that he should
be accepted as head of a new political
party organized by Inkatha and not as
chief minister of KwaZulu, the Zulu
homeland. The announcement on
Monday emerged from a meeting of
the ANC's national executive com
mittee. It affirmed a new readiness to
end the violent feud between its sup
porters andlnkathathathascontributed
to 4,000 deaths in Natal province in the
last four years and nearly 800 around
Johannesburg since August
—
New York Times

Iraq may release
hostages soon
CAIRO — Hundreds of foreign
hostages in Iraq, including American,
British and French men whoare part of
a"human shield," may gain freedom in
coming days in an apparent effort by
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein to
weaken the wall of international op
position isolating his country. During
a meeting on Sunday with a delegation
from the U.S. Iraqi-American Friend
ship Foundation, Saddam promised to
release an undetermined number of
sickand elderly Americans, thegroup'„
president Salim Mansour said Monday.
It was not clear when they might be
released. The State Department has no
comment
—Cox News Service

Professor Richard Tenaza's conser
vation efforts in the Mentawai Islands
in Indonesia were the focus of aspeech
presented to students and faculty at a
recent World On Wednesday. Tenaza
spoke to theaudience about the need to
set aside rainforest reserves and to
protect these reserves in order to save
many species of primates which exist
only on these islands. He said that the
reserves would not only protect the
primates, but would also preserve the
culture of the people of the islands.
For the last four years, Tenaza has
been trying to protect the threatened
areas. Protection of these rainforest
areas wouldnotonly save many species
of animals and plants, it would also
protect an endangered culture, says
Tenaza.
The primates, especially Kloss's
Gibbon, a lesser ape, are focused as the
key species for theconservation effort.
There are no monkey eating predators
in these areas. Human beings are the
only predators. These gibbons have
adapted an alert calling song in order to
warn all other primates when they have
sighted a human being in the area.
Without the conservation effort
these species of primates will become
extinct in a few decades and the tradi
tions of the Mentawai Islands will die
out as well. Primates are an important
part of an old, traditional and mystic
religion practiced by the people of the
Mentawai Islands.
According to Tenaza, a private
corporation is posing a horrible threat
to the rain forests of Siberut, which is
one of thefour Mentawai Islands. This
corporation has plans to turn the rain
forest into an oil palm plantation. It
will not only destroy the wild life, but
the people and their culture as well

because the rain forest is very vital to
their existence. If the corporation suc
ceeds, says Tenaza, "the people are
going to die."
Another factor contributing to the
destruction of the wildlife on the
Mentawai Islands is the importing of
modem weapons. The amount of air
rifles on the islands has drastically in
creased in the last three years. Instead
of hunting with the traditional poisoned
bows and arrows, the hunters are using
air rifles. According to Tenaza, indi
viduals who own air rifles would shoot
anything that moved. Instead of hunting
with the traditional poisonedbows and
arrows, the hunters are using air rifles.
According to Tenaza, individuals
whoown air rifles would shoot anything
that moved. Air rifles do much more
harm than good, Tenaza believes, be
cause even though they do not kill as
many animals since they are not that
powerful, they woundmany more. The
wounded animals run away todie. This
does not benefit the hunter, or the
wildlife, because many more must be
wounded in order for the hunter to
catch enough game to maintain hisway
of life.
The modem world has also tainted
the lifestyleof thepeople, because they
have been introduced to material things
such as watches, radios, tobacco, and
clothing and now need money to buy
these "luxury" items. The rain forests
are suffering as a result because the
people of the Mentawai Islands are
cutting down their rain forests to make
way for cash crops, principally cloves.
Another way of making money is cut
ting down trees to see if they contain a
special fungus which is used to make
incense.
There has been muchmore demand
from the Middle East for this fungus
which grows inside of the trunks of
Eaglewood trees. Only a few
Eaglewood trees contain the fungus,

but all of them are being cut down in
order to determine if they hold the
fungus. The Mentawai Islandersgather
the fungus and sell it to businessmen
who take it back to the Middle East to
make incense. Because it is an ex
pensive item, and the people desire
money to buy modem items, many
trees are being cut down.
Professor Tenaza has been involved
with many of the efforts for conserva
tion in the Mentawai Islands. Tourism
is encouraged in order to get more
money coming into the country. With
more tourism, rain forests would more
likely be preserved. The money could

also be used to protect the rain forests.
This summer, Tenaza began efforts to
get air rifles confiscated. He also pro
vided uniforms to the local Game
Rangers, who are part of the Indonesia
Nature Conservation, hoping to raise
their morale. Local ecologists were
trained to carry on the conservation.
Posters, videos, and pamphlets are
currently being distributed to make the
natives more aware of the problems
that face the Mentawai Islands. Con
struction of a research and education
station will begin on the islands in the
near future.

Egyptian response to
gulf crisis addressed
on Egypt has been hindering...over two
million Egyptians were working in
Iraq."
Aly Tapozado, an Egyptian
Tapozado also said that" the only
consualte in San Francisco, addressed way to diffuse the crisis is by peaceful
UOP students and staff about the means." He added that "war should be
Egyptian position in the gulf crisis at the last option...[because] the whole
last week's World On Wednesday. region would be out of control." He
Tapozado emphasized his belief that said that the "magic word [for the cri
the crisis "needs to be diffused as soon sis] is withdrawl."
"The recent signal is that Iraq is
as possible."
As well as discussing the gulf cri looking for a compromise, but they
sis, Tapozado touched upon such top won't get it until they withdraw from
ics as the intangibility of borders, Kuwait," ststed Tapozado. He then
Egypt's response to Kuwait, the effect emphasized that "while maintaining
the gulf crisis has had on Egypt, and the economic sanctions, we mustn't make
involvement of other countries in the Iraq desperate."
As Tapozado told the audience,
situation.
Tapozado says he believes that "The '90s are the decade of
"Egypt's response to Kuwait was peace...maybe after all a good outcome
prompt, firm and clear," and that "all will come from the gulf crisis...if it
conflicts should be resolved by peaceful ends peacefully."
means." Although Egypt is supporting
the economic sanctions on Iraq,
Topezado pointed out that "the effect

By Christina Bieler
Staff Writer

REPLAY RECORDS
COMPACT DISCS

RECORDS • TAPES
BUY • SELL • TRADE
Huge Selection • Search Scivice • Special Orders
IMPORT ROCK POSTERS • T-SIIIRTS

880 Ben Holt
(In Lincoln Center So. Across From i'uylcss)

951-8010

KATFTGH BICYCLE OF STOCKTON
Venetian Square
4555 N. Pershing
951-9820

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Fri 10-7
Sat 9-6
Sun 11-5

uick Fix

We'll repair your bicycle within 24
hours—or the service is free!
We repair all makes.
* Special Orders Excepted

Don't forget the kids!
Pick up your

Halloween Candy
at the

University Bookstore
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Bring in your color film for
developing & printing at the regular
price ... Get a Second Set of Prints
FREE!
Look for the Master Color Envelope!
• Kodacolor, Fuji or other standard color print film
• Standard or 4" X 6" size
• 1 1 0 , 1 2 6 , 1 3 5 o r D i s c film s i z e s
• Glossy borderless prints
• Prints are dated

University Bookstore
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
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UOP Football player is recoanized
..

By Glenn McElderry
Guest Writer

As the 1990 UOP football season
enters its second half, many believe
there is nothing positive happening.
Yet, for senior offensive guard, Erik
Litmanovich, this has been a very
positive season. Litmanovich has recendy learned of his nomination for the
1990 Jewish All-American College
Football Team.
The Jewish All-American College
Football Team is recognized ina yearly
publication of the New York Times,
published by Shell Wallman, who
analyzes all Division I college football
teams for Jewish players. Wallman
then bases his selection on the school
they are from and their past accom
plishments in thesport. In its fifth year,
the publication is becoming more
popular.

This year the publication not only
mentions UOP's Litmanovich, but
honors many nationally recognized
players. Arial Solomon, an offensive
tackle from the University of Colorado
and Joe Reitzug, a wide receiver from
the University of Oregon are some of
the players honored.
Litmanovich says that this nomi
nation came as a complete surprise. "I
received a letter from Shell Wallman
saying I was nominated and I didn't
even know this thing existed," says
Litmanovich. "Iam honored and proud
to give this University some national
recognition."
Litmanovich was bom on August
10,1968 in Tel Aviv, Israel. He moved
to the United States when he was seven,
already fluent in both English and
Erik Litmanovich
Hebrew.
Litmanovich, who now resides in career as a freshman at Calabasas High
Calabasas, Calif., began his football School. There, due to his size, he had
uuc iu iiij> size, ne nuu

Campus crime is down

There
There is a stabbing and a shooting
shootir
every
night
in
Stockton.
Due
to the
a distinct advantage over the other Feature Editor
11
11 1
high
crime
rates,
Stockton
police
do
O
7
—
Vi\J
players, standing 5'11" and275 pounds.
S tockton may have the fifth highest not have the time to handle thecrime at
His size, enabled him to play at Los
crime rate in the nation, but statistics UOP. Public Safety is here to handle
Angles Valley Junior College where he
show that the the crime rate at UOP is any problems on campus and many
received All-Conference honors and a
down.
people do not realize that Public Safety
full athletic scholarship to UOP.
Although thecrime rate on campus officers are actual sworn officers who
Litmanovich's first year at UOP
may bedown, students still need to take have the same role as Stockton police,
wasa learning experience, during which
precautions and be aware that there are but are employed by UOP. Not only is
time he set out to better his fundamen
three to five arrests each week on Public Safety close to campus but they
tals of football. In his second year he
campus. Many of these arrests are are much faster when it comes to an
played a backup role to Gary Barlow,
alcohol and drug-related and most ar emergency. Located below Cowell
who signed as a free agent to the New
are not UOP students. "The Health Center, they encourage students
York Giants. Litmanovich, now in his rests
problem,"
says Jerry Houston of UOP to "come by and see what we're doing,"
senior year, isdoing well and vying for
Public
Safety,
"is that the perimeter of says Houston. Public Safety has
league honors. If he plays as well as he
UOP is affecting the campus."
pamphlets on how toprevent and handle
did in the first half of the season he
"UOP is the safest place in Stock crimes and problem situations.
could capture those honors.
ton," Houston says."Unfortunately, the
The biggest problem on campus is
Litmanovich is a senior majoring in
crime
rate is worse in Stockton this auto burglary. Houston believes it is
communication with an emphasis on
year. There are too many guns, too mainly drug addicts and he suggests
public relations and will graduate in
many
gangs, and too many people that students be wary when they go to
December.
willing to break the law."
their parked cars at night. "Have your
^
keys ready in your hand and look in
yourcar first. Pay attention to how you
left your car."
Anotherproblem on campus is theft
Greek houses and dormitories fre
quently leave their doors propped open,
allowing crime to occur. Students in
the library often leave their books and
bags unattended when they look for
information and end up having them
stolen. "A lot of it is just common
sense," says Houston.
Houston points out that there are 27
blue-light telephones on campus to be
used in emergency cases. Houston says
that students should use these phones
to report emergencies, odd occurences
or suspicious people on campus. Maps
pointing out where the blue-light phones
are located on campus, can be found at
Public Safety headquarters.
Although UOP will be employing
two more officers, a dispatcher and a
seargent in the next month, there is still
not enough staffing for a formal escort
UOP students aboard the S.S. Universe
service. "If you are nervous about
walking somewhere and we are
eration.
Sea, University of Pittsburgh, 811 Wil available,"saysHouston,"we will help.
Additional information may be
liam Pitt Union, Pittsburgh PA 15260, Don't take things for granted, know
obtained by writing to; Semester At
or by calling 800-854-0195.
that it's there."

By Krista Huntsman
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Students head to the sea for an education
TKa
innn Semester
o
A__ . ^
The C/>n
Fall 1990
at Sea
program began with the sailing of the
S.S. Universe from Vancouver, British
Columbia on September 14,1990. The
first port stop on the voyage was Kobe,
Japan, to be followed by Keelung,
Taiwan; Hong Kong; Penang, Malay
sia; Madras, India; Odessa, Soviet
Union; Istanbul, Turkey; Split, Yugo
slavia;Casablanca, Morocco; returning
to Port Everglades, Florida on Decem
ber 23.
Semester At Sea, administered by
the Institure for Shipboard Education
and academically sponsored by the
University of Pittsburgh, is a program
that takes approximately 500 students,
from colleges and universities across
the United States and abroad, around
the world each fall and spring semester.
Students can choose from fifty lower
and upper division courses in a variety
of disciplines. Courses offered are
accreditied by the University of Pitts
burgh and are fully transferable to the

student's home institution. Classesmeet
daily while the sip is at sea. The faculty
are visiting professors from institiutions
across the U. S. and abroad. All of the
faculty have had extensive resident
international experience which serves
to integrate course content with coun
tries on the itinerary. When in port
students can choose from a wide range
of sturctured travel opportunities that
are developed by the Institute and the
faculty. Students may also choose to
travel independendy. Each class has a
field component requirement that the
student must complete during the
voyage. Activities in port can include
home stays with families in the coun
tries, visits to uniersitites, traveling to
historic places, cultural and religious
significance, or simply the freedom to
travel toexperience life in the cities and
rural areas. Stays in portrange from 3
c

^S"

Semester At Sea uses the S.S. Universe, and 18000 ton converted cargo

ship, that has been equipped as a float
ing university. It includes classrooms
with closed circuit television capabili
ties, a library, theatre, student union
and cafeteria. It also includes a
swimming pool, basketball and vol
leyball court and a weight room, pro
viding a campus atmosphere for par
ticipating students. A student life staff
provide activities programmed for the
periods of time at sea.
The Institute has announced an
itinerary change for the Spring 1991
voyage. That voyage will leave from
Nassau, Bahama on January 27,1990
and will visity LaGuaira, Venezuela;
Salvador, Brazil;Tamatave, Madagas
car; Mombasa, Kenya; Madras, India;
Penang, Malaysia; Hong Kong;
Keelung Taiwan; Kobe, Japan; and
returning to Seattle Washington on May
7. The S.S. Universe has visited ports
'n

South America and Africa on past
voyages. Plans to offer two different
itineraries each year is under consid-
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Students put on wheels for exercise and entertainment
By Robert Long
Guest Writer
"We take off for the day and just
skate, it's great!" saysBairdMorrish,
a student at U.OP. Rollerblading ...
thousands of people nationwide use
rollerblades to get to work, school, or
just to receive a great aerobic workout.

poses. "Rollerblades" supply the U.S.
Ski Team, the U.S. Biatholon Ski
Team, and the U.S.Disabled Ski Team.
The Los Angeles Kings userollerblades
for their off- season workouts. In L.A.
there are rollerblade marathons and
rollerbladers can be seen every week
end on almost every boardwalk. Other
people use rollerblades for the great

the art of balancing on the rollerblades.
According to Dave Neuhalsen, a
rollerblader at U.O.P., Golden Gate
Park, Berkley, and Stockton are good
places to skate. Others say Yosemite,
Tahoe, and paths along beaches are
good when they are not too crowded.
According to most rollerbladers,
the hardest thing about using them, is
learning how to stop. There is a rubber
stopper on the heel of the right blade
which some use,others prefer thepivot
stop, where they turn hard when stop-

difficult, but for him the most difficult
task is going slow. Neuhalsen believes
skating backwards is the mostdifficult,
and Morrish thinks jumping is difficult
as well.
Notonly is rollerbladung becoming
the sport of choice around UOP's
campus but, it is also an extremely
popular sport around the country.
Rollerblading is an inexpensive sport
once the actual rollerblades have been
purchased. Ranging in price from
eighty to three hundred dollars depending on the quality of therollerblade,
they are made in a variety of colors and
styles.

Students rollerblade on campus.
"I use them just toget around or for
a great workout," says Eric Schoen,
student at U.O.P. Schoen has owned
his pair fora year, and has no problems.
Rollerblades were first introduced
in 1979 by Brennan and Scott Olsen,
hockey playing brothers from Minne
apolis, Minn. The Olsen brothers then
gave the rights to "Rollerblades" a
registered trademark of American
Sports Training Corp., who currently
hold the copyrights. "Rollerblades",
which is the largest manufacturer of the
skates,predict salesof100,000orbetter
for this year.
Each skate is made of polyurethane,
a padded sole, and 3 or 4 wheels de
pending on the model. The skates
range in cost from $90 to $350 per pair,
with the higher the cost the better the
product.
As said earlier, people use
rollerblades for many different pur-

aerobic woikout, such as Schoen.
Because rollerblading is a low
impact sport, there is no excessive
pounding on the joints or tendons and
it is therefore considered a relatively
safe sport, once a person has mastered

Maintaining rollerblades is
reletively easy and unexpensive.
Neuhalsen recommends rotating the
tires frequendy to keep them aligned
well.
But no matter where you skate,
these rollerbladers say, you are bound
for a good time.
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Wednesday at El Torito is entertaininq
ByV Linda Cobb

Staff Writer

Thiny-thousand! Do I hear thirtyone? Do I hear thirty-three? Sold for
$38,000. Yes, believe it or not, I saw a
?™"r"e 'aUn<^ b"8
ntHTf
u

S°U t0'

Did I forget to say the auction was

that in order to earn funnv
funny mnnev
money vnn
you
must produce things theannouncerasks
for. For the first 30 minutes you sell
common things that you might carry
around with you.
An animal key to the San Francisco
but not everyone. I
was shocked to see how many people.
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"An Evening of Acoustic Music to Benefit the Bridge School"
including Neil Young and Crazy Horse, Elvis Costello, Steve Miller Edie
Bnckell, Jackson Browne and "Few" Bohemians will appear at the
Shoreline Ampitheatre tomoirow night at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets are
S>25.
Linda Ronstadt and The Neville Brothers will appear at the Concord
Pavilion this Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets are $27 50
Wi" 3ppear 31 *** Davies ^mphony Hall on Sunday,
« ^
Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets are $25.
Indigo Girls and The Rave-Ups will appear at the Zellerbach Audi
torium on Wednesday, Oct., 31 at 8 p.m. Reserved tickets are $19 50
Jerry Garcia Band will appear at the Henry J. Kaiser Convention
Center on Saturday, Nov. 24 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets are $21.
New Kids on the Block will hit northern California in February 1991'
Dates have been set for Feb. 22-25 at Lawlor Events Center, Oakland
Coliseum and Arco Arena. All performances will start at 7 p m and
reserved tickets are $25.

My El Torito auction addiction be
gan a couple of weeks ago on a calm
Wednesday night. I had been told by
friends that I just had togo, so I decided
to let my hair down and give it a try.
A friend and I walked into the bar at
8 p.m. Even though we were a half
hour early, there wasn't a table to be
found. So we sat at the bar where, with
the purchase of our drink, we were
given raffle ticketsand some fun money.
FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS.
We thought we were rich. Then the two
ladies next to us opened their purses
and pulled out a stack of money four
inches high.
"Excuse me, it looks like you take
this auction pretty seriously?" I said.
"Seriously? Do you know what's at
stake young lady?"
I glancedatmy friend. "We've never
been before."
"Well in two weeks that Joe Mon
tana jacket over there is going to be
auctioned, and I'm going to get it. Last
time a 49er jacket went for over $2
million. My son says I've got about
$1.5 million right here." She patted her
stack of money nervously.
This was getting interesting. This
was more than mere entertainment
while enjoying a few margaritas. This
was serious business.
The woman was very excited to
hear we were novices, so she told us
how the game worked. She explained

Have Some Fun
Alex Bennett s 3rd Annual Cavalcade of Comedy including Bobby
Slay ton, Will Durst, Kevin Pollak, Warren Thomas, Sue Murphy, Matt
Weinhold, David Feldman and Tom Kenny will appear at the Frost
Amphitheatre on the Stanford University Campus this Saturday starting
at 1 p.m.Tickets are $12.50 for students.

On Campus
SouthWest will hold their 18th annual Haunted House this
Saturday from 7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.. Admission is 50 cents.
The UOP Conservatory of Music presents the University Symphony
Orchestra in its Fall Concert tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. Admission is a $3 scholarship donation;UOP students and
children under 12 admitted free.
The Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet has postponed its October 23
concert to Wednesday, November 28 at 8 D.m.
The University's Percussion Ensemble will present its first concert at
the Faye Spanos Concert Hall on Monday, Oct. 29, at 8 p.m. The ensemble
will play a wide variety of percussion instruments and will play both
classical and contemporary music. Admission is a $3 scholarship dona
tion; UOP students and children under 12 will be admitted free.
The UOP Jazz Ensemble will play for the Conservatory of Music's
Homecoming Concert on Friday, Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall.

Some of the fun to be found at El Torito Auction Night
girls and guys, went up when he asked
for a finger nail painted with at least
two colors. The item of the week was
a toilet paper roll with the word C'YA
written on it. This item had been an
nounced last week.
My friend and I were content just
watching, but the lady next to us wasn't.
"Here take this up, and 111 give you
half of the money you win."
Hey that was pretty nice I thought.
"Okay!"
"Where is my money?" she asked
the minute I sat back down.
Wow, this lady was serious. She
had a large paper bag full of items that
might be called for. At first it was fun
getting the money, but she demanded
that we both be on our toes running
items to the front, so she would be that
much closer tobuying the Joe Montana

fun money,

i urning
the lights
out on "X"

One group of excited raffle ticket
winners went to the front with the an
ticipation of spinning the wheel, but
that was not what was in store for them.
Instead they had to face the audience
and eat tortillas hanging from a string.
The trick was that the tortillas were
about knee level.
When all the money wasgiven away
and the raffle completed, the auction
eer began theauction. Themoneymay By Leisha Counts
not be real and the prizes may be silly, Staff Writer
but the sense of competition and the
Mark Your Calendar
On September 27, a decision was
desire to buy was high. The tension
Author Ken Kesey, famous for his novel, "One Flew Over the
between serious buyers was felt by made by the Motion Picture Associa
Cuckoo's
Nest"and "Sometimes a Great Notion" will appear at UOPon
tion of America (MPAA) to delete the
everyone in the room.
Monday,
Nov.
5. Kesey will be bringing his legendary (now newlyfilm
rating
to
create
a
new
category
We had a great time and learned the "X"
refurbished) bus which will soon become an exhibit at the Smithsonian
called
NC-17
—
No
Children
Under
rules. I wouldn't say we were serious
Institute.Tickets are $7.50 and $5 for UOPstudents. Kesey will also be on
players at the ET Auction,but the money 17 Admitted. The controversy between
hand to sign copies of his books. Tickets can be purchased at the Long
movie
companies
and
the
MPAA
had
we won is in the car for the next
Theatre Box Office.
become very intense before the transi
tion from the X rating to NC-17.
Films such as, "The Cook, The
Thief, His Wife and Her Lover," were
rated X by the MPAA ratings board.
The producers of this movie, as well as
many others, did not expect the X rat
ing,
but that of the"R" rating in order to
ian artist,Lady Smith Black Mambozo,
be
released
to the majority of the
on hold too long, I lived a couple of
as a background vocalist. "Coast" is
By Courtney Barnes
commercial
theaters
around
the
coun
blocks away from the Capitol Building
accented byclassical guitar by Vincent
Staff Writer
try.
S
ubsequentially,
producers
of
these
and
before he got me off hold I was in
Nguini and Simon.
movies
tried
suing
the
MPAA
for
Entertainment
industry
veteran
Jeff
his
office."
Simon's poetic songwriting capa
Wald believes music sets the tone
bilities emerge around every corner. damaging the credibility of the movie Wald spoke about "the business" last
Monday
in
the
Conservatory
of
Music
and
its
viewing.
Many
movie
compa
for
societal change. He compares the
On the title track "Rhythm of the
Recital
Hall.
Wald
is
currently
President
still
have
suits
still
pending
in
nies
growing
popularity of rap music in the
Saints," Simon tells how African im
of
Guber-Peters
Company
which
pro
court.
Movies
that
receive
X
ratings
are
1980's
to
the popularity of rock-n-roll
migrants in Brazil were prevented from
duced
such
movie
blockbusters
as
commercially
risky
to
release,
so
many
in
the
1950's.
Wald says both the1950's
playing their music because Catholic
Flashdance,
Rain
Man,
and
Batman.
movies
will
be
released
with
no
rating
and
the
1980's
were decades which
Brazilians feltitwaspaganistic. Simon
Wald
broke
into
the
entertainment
at
all.
Americans
became
greedy. Wald says
explains thatin order toplaytheirmusic,
The first film that will be released industry at theage of 19and went on to that thegreedof the1950's transformed
the immigrants dedicated theirrhythms
to various Christian saints to continue under the NC-17 rating will be"Henry manage such entertainers as Sylvester into thesocialturbulenceof the 1960's.
and June," previously given the X rat Stallone, Crosby Stills and Nash, Chi Wald believes the 1980's were a pref
their tradition.
cago, and Donna Summer. Wald says ace to what he believes will be social
Saints is a more continuous effort ing. A "menage a trois" between two
of their wives initially when he became involved in the in turbulence in the 1990's.
writers
and
one
than Graceland,and it relies much less
captured this X rating before the NC- dustry over 25 years ago it was as a
In terms of the future of the enter
upon Simon's pop sensibilities than its
manager for one of his peers Little tainment industry Wald says,"Aunited
17 rating came into effect.
predecessor. Saintsis darker and more
Video cassette retailers, who never Anthony. Wald said at that time baby Europe will provide tremendous op
experimental. However, Simon relies
sell video cassettes with the X rating, artists like Anthony were looking for portunities." Headded,"As companies
too heavily upon the native drum theme are skeptical about selling video cas guidance, "someone who was on their
become better established abroad the
to carry this album. This percussive
settes bearing the NC-17 rating. Each side." The Hollywood machine had greater the opportunities." Wald said
elementoftenoverbearsSimon's wispy
NC-17 rated movie that is released on failed to realize the importance of ca that his company made more money in
voice quality. Although Simon's tribal video cassette will be viewed by retailers reer guidance beyond what a movie
Spain last year than all of Europe five
experimentation will never sound as in orderfor them to feel at ease with the studio or a record company executive
years ago. "The price of entry has be
innovative as it did on Graceland, this new rating and each listing available could give them. Thus, the personal
come increasingly expensive in that
follow-up will surely please true Paul under the new rating system.
manager became an important figure
'backing' must come from deep
Simon fans.
Some material that had previously in Hollywood.
pockets."
been unratedor X rated may havestood
Wald pointed out that the enter
Wald says that"there are no rules in
a better chance at the theaters with the tainment industry is "Not a business for the entertainment business" and that
new NC-17 rating. Those films have shy people." He says, "Some people "youth is the life blood of the enter
already come and gone. Now,questions become polite later-maybe." Wald re tainment industry." He concluded that
regarding the NC-17 rating will cer counted a story about dealing with intheentertainmentindustiy"itdoesn't
tainly be posed to those that previously Capitol Records regarding one of his matter who you are, it's how hard you
looked towards the X rating.
artists.'"The guy I was calling kept me are willing to work."

Simon returns to
Graceland
Carmen's
restaurant
worthy
of praise
By Courtney Barnes
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While the money was being given
away, different items were raffled off.
If your number iscalled, then you get a
chance to spin the ET Wheel of For
tune. On the wheel are different prizes
ranging from gift certificates for El
Torito to the chance at winning more

Center Stage

Wednesday we happen to find our
selves at El Torito.
Oh, about that lady next to me; she
didn t bid on anything because her
money is being saved for thatJoe Mon
tana jacket.And I pity anyone who tries
to get in her way.

at El Torito and that the prized laundry
bag was bought with FUN MONEY?
Maybe I should slow down and explain
myself.

Restaurant Row
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jacket.

OUT AND ABOUT

Staff Writer

Comedians have often joked about
Paul Simon wandering through African
and South American jungles in search
of native music sensibility.
On Simon's latestalbum Rhythm of
the Saints he does justthaL Samfsbrings
together musical elements from tribal
Africa and Brazil and tempers them
with Simon's distinctive lyrical and
vocal style. Saints is a logical proces
sion from his ground breaking
Graceland album.
The opening number, "The Obvi
By Mark Serrurier
ous
Child," is a preview to Saints ex
Staff Writer
perimentation. Simon recorded the
As the saying goes, the farther you cadence-like drum beatsduring a tribal
are from the Mexican border the worse ceremony in Bahia, Brazil. "Child's"
the Mexican food is. Well this is not the rhythm arrangement, bears a striking
case for one of Stockton's oldest resemblance to Simon and Garfunkle's
Mexican restaurants called Carmen's. classic "Celia". The similarities serve
Located at 236 Lincoln Center, as a testament to Simon's interest in
Carmen's offers a variety of Mexican tribal music prior to Graceland .
dishes as well as some American ones.
"The Coast" glides along on a
Unlike most Mexican restaurants, the procession of conga drums and per
decore is not centered around sombreros cussion fused by Simon's smooth vo
and mariachi music, but instead is ca cals. Simon enlists the help of Brazil
sual and comfortable as are the prices.
With the usual spread of tacos,
burritos and enchiladas, Carmen's has
a number of specials that are sure to
please the Mexican food enthusiast
Carmen's Special is a huge enchilada
with chicken, rice and onions covered
with a green sauce and Monterrey jack
On Nov. 2 the department of art will
cheese. The Tapatias, which are avail hold an auction to raise money for their
able with a variety of meatsand cheeses, department. The items in the auction
are also very delicious.
are pieces of artwork donated by UOP
The servings are generous, as are faculty and various alumni from the
the bowls of chips on the tables, and the Classes of 1934 to 1989. A total of 58
salsa is great. Carmen's claims to be pieces of art will be auctioned and are
famous for their margaritas, which are currently being displayed in the UOP
well worth being famous. It's nice to Reynolds Gallery.
The exhibit will include seven ce
find a place that makes margaritas the
old way, in a blender, not in a slush ramic piecesby Professor Dick Kakuda
who has recently been selected as one
machine.
Another noteworthy item on of fifteen ceramists invited to attend
Carmen's menu is that there is a grill the International Workshopof Ceramics
offering steak and seafood as well as Art in Tokoname, Japan. The exhibit
hamburgers and a deli with a variety of will also include three pastel paintings
sandwiches. Reservationsare accepted by Professor Gil Dellinger who was
but not necessary, and you can order to last year's recipient of the Distiguished
go. Mastercard, Visa, and American Faculty Award in COP. Dellinger has
Express are accepted but no personal also received national recognition for
checks. Carmen's is open seven days a one of his pieces entitled Yosemite
week, from 11:00am to 11:00pm Valley which was selected by the Arts
Monday - Saturday and from 4:00pm For The Parks as one of the top 100
toll :00pm on S unday.

Music Veteran
visits UOP

Art Department
holds auction
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pieces to be included in the exhibit that
is touring the United States.
The art department has been grow
ing fast from 33art majors in 1983 to95
this year. Unfortunately, due to campus
wide budget cuts, the department is
struggling to maintain its credibility
because of few budget increases and a
triple in the number of majors. This
auction is a way for the department to
bring in some direct revenue to the
department. In the past, faculty and
alumni exhibits and auctions have been
held in the art department. This is the
first year that they have been put to
gether for one event.
The Reynold Gallery is open
Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and on Sunday from 2 p.m. to
5 p.m. A reception will precede the
auction on Friday, Nov. 2. The auction
will run from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
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Football routs as offense rolls 62-24
Tiger Tracks Tigers
continue winning as Turner and Kopp break records
By Tom Gregory
Senior Staff Writer

Thursday, October 25
Water Polo at Santa Clara
Field Hockey vs. California

p.m.
3:00 p.m.

Friday, October 26
Volleyball at Long Beach State

p m

Saturday, October 27
Football at Hawaii
Volleyball at UC Irvine
Water Polo at UC Davis
Field Hockey at Chico State

7:30p.m. (HST)
p m

12;oo p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Sunday, October 28
Water Polo vs. Fresno State

12:00 p.m.

Tuesday, October 30
Volleyball vs. Stanford

7:30 p.m.

Thursday, November 1
Field Hockey at California.

p.m.

Friday, November 2
Volleyball vs. UC Santa Barbara

7;3Q p.m.

The UOP football team put on
another offensive show last Saturday
night when they routed Big West
Conference member New Mexico
State, 62-24.
Tiger quarterback Troy Kopp
proved that hisSports IllustratedPlayer
of the Week performance last week
was no fluke. The sophomore, of
Mission Viejo, broke the Big West
Conference record for passing yardage
in a single game by throwing for 564
yards against the Aggies.
Had Kopp remained in the game,
he may have broken the NCAA record,
but the Tigers had such an enormous
lead that coach Walt Harris decided to
bring in thereserves with a few minutes
remaining in the game. Kopp came up
67 yards shy of the record. Kopp also
had plenty of help from the rest of the
UOP offensive unit. Aaron Turner, for
instance, broke the school record for
receiving yardage by completing 11
receptions for265 yards. Theoldrecord
of 182 yards was set 25 years ago by
Gary Woznick.
Daryl Hobbs caught touchdown

Aaron Turner catching a pass against New Mexico State Aggies.
passes of 19, 16 and 41 yards from
Kopp. He ended the game with 7
receptions for 180 yards.
It was the offensive line that made
all of these record-breaking statistics
possible. The line gave Kopp plenty of
time to air the ball out to his receivers.
UOP coach, Walt Harris, was ec
static following his team's offensive
showing. "It's the (player's) offense,
not the coach's. They're the ones who

are making it happen.We made a bunch
of changes on the sideline. We yelled it
out to them and they did it For two
weeks now, we'refinally playinglike a
team."
This victory marked the first time
since 1949 that a Tiger team has won
back-to-back 60 plus point games.
Saturday's contest started with a
New Mexico State run down the field.
The Aggies took the early lead on a

By Carey Chatfield

SAE and Archania battle it out on the football field.

Intramural football
comes to an end

By Rich CanStaff Writer

Indoor Soccer- Soccer has only
Sunday night left in league play.
Playoffs will start Monday. In the corecreational league, theGraduateshave
beaten everyone they have played.
Jessie B and John B-52's are tied for
second. Last Wednesday, Jessie B
shutout Southwest 4-0 and the Gradu
,uvjwuu
uU1„Bli2,12-1.The
ine
ates destroyed
SouthWest
men's
DwTsioLL"'twooffensivepowers in Homey, Don'tPlay That
(3-0) and Phi DeltaTheta (2-1). .In the
men's Black Division,Borgorosso is in

Senior field hockey player, Nita
Bruner, is a Tiger athlete whose in
volvements extend beyond the field of
competition.
Bruner's athletic achievements are
very admirable. Her dedication to her
responsibilities are an asset that UOP
can not afford to lose. When Bruner
graduated from high school, she had
lettered in Softball and field hockey.
Upon entering college, she could not
decide which sport to pursue. UOP
gave Bruner theopportunity toexcel in
both.

competition with both defenses mak
ing one spectacular play after another.
The fans, numbering over 120, were
just as intenseas the players. Yet when
the final whistle blew, Archania had
won 12-7
Archania and Repetabs
have agreed to play each other using
N1RSA rules (screen blocking only).
The date and time will be announced in
next week's issue of The Pacifican,
Congratulations are in order for both
champions and to all the teams partici
pating in making this year's flag foot
ball program a success. In addition, a
big thanks goes to the eight referees
who worked all the games. Without
their help and support, chaos would
rule supreme.

Intramural Fabulous Five:
1. Archania (8-2)
2. Repetabs (12-0)
3. SAE (5-5)
4. Smelly Carf (8-2)
5. Phi Delta Theta (5-3)
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University Oopy center
ALWAYS FULL SERVICE
Copies 8 1/2 X 11, 11 X 17
Colors: White, Pastels, Astrobrights
Choice of Colors and Textures in Resume Papers
Transparencies, Labels & Sticky Backs
Special Discounts for Study Groups Etc.

0

We are ON CAMPUS to save you both time and money

$$

We Also Do: Binding & Padding • Newsletters • Books & Manual*
Class Readers & Notes • Stapling & Folding • Reduction & Enlargement*
Lots of Additional Services
Low Cost FAX Transmission
24 Hour Reception at NO Charna

University Copy Center
"Anything Else is Just a Copy"

Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
Phone (209) 946-2722
FAX (209) 946-2406

an All-Conference and All-Region
player last year. She continues with
high hopes for the upcoming season.
When Bruner is not on the field
fulfilling her duties as an athlete, she
can be found on the sidelines acting as
an official. Bruner is a linesman for the
UOP women's volleyball team. She is
also working as one of the intramural
advisors on campus.
Bruner admits that her schedule is
demanding and she does fall behind in
classes from time to time. On occasion,
she finds herself wondering how she
can continue the hectic life she has
chosen. She has discovered, "It is the

""while many sports laiis
Ihe World's Series f
nig it, the University of the Pi
voieyball team was conlinuin

wii ning streak.
Ihe Lady Tigers beat the
Me tico State Roadrunncrs 15-7,
1511 for Pacific's 12th conscc
competition that keeps megoing. It's a wii and eighth consecutive shuU
stress reliever to play in a physical Ranked No. 2 in the nation,
game...and it's fun!"
.imj roved its record to 18-1 overa
Her day is carefully divided to al- 7-lintheBigWestConfcrcncc. P
low timefor class, practice, studies and wa led by senior outside hitter K
work. This focused athlete is a psy- fifr, who had 13 kills and a
chology major and when she isn't hitngpercentage,
catching up in her school work or It had been a whole week sitx
practicing on the field, she fills her ilea n had played a match, and
spare time with her boyfriend.
we eabletospend four days pracl
Bruner's hobbies include water aniwandexpanded offense. Tlx
skiing and golfing. When asked how,0ffnse, which was first intnx
she feels tfcout being a part of Pacific agiinst New MexicoState caused
athletics, Bruner exclaims, "I love it! It pre blems

(the team) is personal and close on and
off the field."

This year marks her fourth season
as a starting player for the field hockey
team. Throughout the past three years,
Bruner's primary position on the field
has been a forward. She was the lead-

Flag Football-The season is over.
The past week was filled with intense
play. Only one game was decided by
more than one touchdown. In the "B"
Division, both first place teams, the
Repetabs (12-0) and Smelly Carf (7-1)
won their respective semi-final games
overArehaniall andSAEII. Thefinal
game between Repetabs and Smelly
Carf was anoffensive battle won by
Repetabs, 27-18. By winning, this first with a perfect 3-0 record. All the
School of Pharmacy team has suc other teams are tied with 1-2
cessfully won the "B" Tide for two
records.With the newly expanded
years in a row. They also posted the playoff system forsoccer, all the men's
Nita Bruner
only perfect record
In the "A" Di• •
.
— - - —first round games will be played on
cTi^eLlefUerPla,y h&dbeen Monday-Second round games will be in8 scorer for UOPat theend of the last
gamCS h3d
00 Tuesday
aTSoT fx?
Wednesday, and the S®fon 311(1 w*s voted most valuable
dSAE
fuials
wil1
occur
on Sunday. The coversus Phi De.lL
f
offensivepiayerbyherteam. Herskills
leidLe^M?
7C,haniare" rational playoffs will have the first Jdped her receive the honor ofAll^wotTove^ AL ?nt£mroundon
Tuesday with the second round Conference player in the Nor-Pac
Phi
, ^
?7 on Wednesday and the finals on Sun- Conference.Bruner'sperformancelast
Bodu^^n LeV
7™ 8_6' day at 9:00 p.m. in the South Campus reason would appear a
h ^
Both teams in the final, Archania and Gym.
follow, yet she is already on her wav tn
SAE, beat their opponents after losing
another outstanding vear As ,

SaSrS

Bruner remains second on the team in
goals scored.
The Lady Tigers are currently 3-7
overall, but have recently improved
their record to 2-2 in conference play.
Bruner gives a lot of credit to her team,
"This year we have a lot of depth and
talent available. We just need to make
adjustments in order to connect the
right player with the right position."
She feels that given enough time, the
Pacific field hockey team can dominate
the conference.
Bruner's collegiate achievements
can also be seen on the Softball diamond.
Her intensity as an athlete led her to be

Leak «

twenty yard field goal by Dat Ly.
The Tigers came right back
scored one minute later when B
Fisher ran in from one-yard out.
plays in this drive included passes b
Kopp of 36 and 32 yards to Hobbs ani
Oscar Meza.
New Mexico State received
74-yard kickoff return that was
lowed shortly by a touchdown, brin
ing the score to 10-7.
From here on out, however, thi
Tigers began their domination over thi
Aggies. Pacific scored threemoretim
in the half, giving them a 28-17 li
going into the locker room.
In the second half, theAggies onl;
scored one more time while Paci
made four more touchdowns. Sop
more kicker, Brian Hilbom,also tacki
on two field goals toroundoutPacific
scoring
Pacific held the Aggies to just ovi
300 yards of total offense while Ko[
and his receivers picked up a total o
Scruggs goes up for
708 yards.
pivin
The Tigers' two-game winning
streak will be tried this weekend when^ p^dnSCTUggS
they take their 3-4 record to Hawaii.
Writer

Day in the life of a UOP athlete
Staff Writer
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Volleyball extends Cross
Water
polo
defeats
rivals
streak to 12 games country
rebounds
r
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By Cynthia Karr
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Staff Writer

brim.

This past week, the cross-country
team tookpartin theMenloInvitational,
the Lady Tigers rebounded from their
lastperformance with whatHeadCoach
Sam Tilton called "the best performance
of the season."

on out h
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be tried this WeekJlnn«i8!

goes up for the block.

By Devin Scruggs
Staff Writer
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While many sports fans were
watching the World's Series Friday
night, the University of the Pacific
volleyball team was continuing its
winning streak.
The Lady Tigers beat the New
Mexico State Roadrunners 15-7,15-6,
15-11 for Pacific's 12th consecutive
win and eighth consecutive shutout.
Ranked No. 2 in the nation, UOP
improved its record to 18-1 overall and
7-1 in theBigWestConference. Pacific
was led by senior outside hitter Krissy
Fifer, who had 13 kills and a .476
hitting percentage.
It had been a whole week since the
team had played a match, and they
were able to spend four days practicing
a new and expanded offense. The new
offense, which was first introduced
against New MexicoState caused some
problems.
"We were kind of confused at
times," said freshman Lisa Barbieri,
"But we all worked together to pull out
a win."

Assistan t Coach Perri Hankins calls
the plays from the bench to the team
and she said, " I think the team as a
whole did well. It was tough for the
setter (Melanie Beckenhauer) and I
think it showed in hersetting execution
because she was thinking about where
everyone else was standing."
UOP set a season record when they
produced 13 service aces. Vikki
Simonis and Carol Conti lead the team
with three aces each.
"We served tough," said Assistant
Coach Hankins. "There were so many
hankies on the wall." (Boosters place
orangellgerhandkerchiefson the north
concourse wall of the gym indicating
service aces.)
Graduate assistant Joe Wortman
thought the match became more ex
citing as the night progressed. "As the
match got on, I think we got more
comfortable with the offense. There
was more enthusiasm after the break."
The Lady Tigers travel south to
take on the defending national cham
pion, Long Beach State 49ers, on Fri
day and the UC Irvine Anteaters on
Saturday.

"The course we ran is rated as one
of the toughest courses in the nation.
Every girl achieved their personal bests
on this course. It was the meet of the
year for every person," said Tilton.
Senior Serene Hill, once again led
the team, placing sixth overall with a
time of 20:59. Jenny Greene and
Susan Moberg followed with times of
22:06and23:35respectively. Vincelee
Stevens, 24:36, and Julie Mannes,
25:27, rounded out the UOP contes
tants.
Going into the meet, Coach Tilton
feltalittleapprehertsiveabouthis team's
attitude and health. "We had a couple
of runners that weren't feeling well at
the beginning of the week," saidTilton.
Hill said,"We were all disappointed
with last week. I think we were pumped
up for this and the team has pulled
together in the past couple of weeks.
With such an outstanding perfor
mance, the team will be carrying a
positive attitude into Saturday's Big
West Championships in Fresno, CA.
In anticipating his team'sperformance,
Tilton said, "I think we are more con
fident this year because of this past
meet. With this positive momentum,
we shouldrun some pretty good times."
However, he expressed concern, be
cause some of the schools that UOP
will face in the championships have
scholarship runners. The UOP team
does not offer any scholarships for its
cross country participants.
"I do not expect to beat the power
houses. I just want the team to stay
healthy and keep their eyes on what
they want to accomplish."

Field hockey is shut out-loses three
By Laurie Liebmann
Staff Writer

>

The UOP field hockey team had a
disappointing three day .three game
weekend at the California Invitational.
Their hopes to end their final weeks of
the season on a positive note only re
sulted in two losses and one tie.
The Lady Tigers played their first
game on Friday against Stanford. By
the end of the second half, there was no
score in the game. This low scoring
event ended in overtime with Stanford
defeating the Lady Tigers 2-0.
Mindy Cannady, a junior on the
team, said, 'The Stanford game was
our best game of the tournament. We
dominated Stanford the entire game,
butthey beat us by scoring in overtime."
The University of Simon Frazier,
an annual visitor to theCalifornia Invi
tational from Canada, was the Lady
Tigers second opponent. The final
score of that game was a 0-0 tie with no
overtime played because the game did
not count towards UOP's record. The
game provided each member of the
UOP team with the opportunity to get
some playing experience. The final
opponent was Chico State on Sunday.

The Lady Tigers lost this game 2-0.
With only two weeks and three
games left to finish the season, the
Lady Tigers no longer havea chance to
defend their NorPac Conference title
and regain the west coast berth into the
NCAA regional playoffs. The team's

conference record is currently 3-7 and
the league record is 3-9.
Cannadysaid, "I hope the team will
continue toplay well and come together
in our last few games. I want us to
finish the season on a good note.

Kelly Porter prepares to shoot on goal.
Craig Ackley each scored two respectively. The team has been itching for
awin. LongBeachStateisagoodteam
and we were stomping them for three
quarters. We were able to hold them off
at theend for the win. It's good for the
team to put togetheraperformance like
that," said Asplund.
"We played much better this
weekend because we changed our de
fense from zone, to man on man which
is more effective," said water polo
player Mike Dohren.

"If we were to win the next four
conference games, wehavealegitimate
shot at winning the conference championship. The past yea-'s champions
have won the title with 7-3 records,"
said Asplund.
TheTigers travel to UC Santa Clara
today and continue their roadtrip at UC
Davison Saturday. UOPretums home
Sunday to face conference rival Fresno
State in a rematch set to begin at noon.

iffy Tiger Den
Compiled by Alfred Spear

Baseball- The University of the
Pacific baseball team finished 35th in
the national collegiate baseball re
cruiting survey for 1990 Even
though the team does not begin the
regular season untilFebruary, practice
has begun, and the club has played
exhibition games againstan assortment
of teams ranging from San Jose City
College to Diablo Valley Community
College The team has a number of
new players who are freshmen. They
include: Steve Coppedge, Jeff Curtis,
Tom Czanstkowski, Dan Delrio, John

Despirito,Tommy Haase, Joe Hancock,
Pat McGregor, Danny Miller, Randy
Orosco, David Pullen, Chip Sell, Matt
Senske, Greg Sorrell and Theron
Westrope.
Basketball- The Tigers have prac
ticed for seven straight days and were
able to earn a day off this past
Monday....Three players,Glenn Grif
fin, Rich Ressa and Randy Morphew,
have needed stitches to close practice
wounds. "You know we are practicing
aggressively, and we have sharp el
bows. The team is working hard on the

fast break, so we can score more points
than the football team," said Head
Coach Bob Thomason.
Football- The last time a Tiger
team won three consecutive games
was during the 1978 season when
they defeated Long Beach State, Cal
State Fullerton and Fresno
State....With two touchdown passes,
Troy Kopp will set a Pacific singleseason mark with 18 scoring
tosses....Kopp is averaging 338.6
yards per game through the air. He

(See "ItGfck DEN, page 10)

COLLEGE LIFE CALLS
FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA.

The Pacifican is currently filing
two vacancies on its editorial
board:

Asst. News Editor
and

Asst. Sports Editor
This is a wonderful opportunity for students with
good writing and managerial skills. No journalism
experience is necessary and those hired will be
trained. Deadlines for applications is tomorrow,
Oct. 26 at 5 p.m. Applications are to be picked-up
and returned at the office, third floor of Hand Hall.

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
I 10% Discount
j On All Parts
• Raybans
• Locks
• Tires
• Tubes
• Clothing
• Bags
• Exercise stuff
• All The Goodies

YOUR MOUNTAIN BIKE SPECIALIST
NOTHING ELSE EVEN COMES CLOSE!!

CALL ROBBY FOR ADVICE ON
DO-IT-YOURSELF REPAIRS
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"The reason the team has improved
has to deal with the inside play, it is a
notch above what it has been. We
moved Eli Gautreaux to primary set
and he doing a great job generating a
great deal of offense," said first year
Assistant Coach Terry Asplund.
Against Fresno State, junior Doug
Sutherland's goal with 58 seconds re
maining in the game proved to be the
game winner. Gautreaux scored four
of the nine goals. Towards the end of
the game the UOP defense proved tobe
too strong for the Bulldogs. Goalie
Dan Delia Maggiora had 10 saves.
The eighth ranked Tigers kept their
winning streak in tact on Saturday
against the seventh ranked Long Beach
State 49ers. Todd Hosmer scored four
goals while Gautreaux and captain

HELP WANTED

•TREK
• KLEIN
• FAT CHANCE
• YETI
• GT
• NISHIKI
• AND MORE!

vVl1

The University of the Pacific water
polo team has a two game winning
streak as it continues its climb in the
Big West Conference standings. Over
the weekend, the team managed to
defeatFresno State 9-8 andLong Beach
State 10-9 improving their conference
record to 3-3 and overall record to 1310.

7931-B Thornton Rd
(End of Pacific on left side a little past Hammer Lane)

951-4371
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IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA:
Call Us University of the Pacific!

952-3030

»

|

4343 Pacific Ave. • Stockton

PEPPERONI PIZZA
FEAST!

$7.99 ONE

MEDIUM PIZZA

$11.99 TWO

I
I
I
I

A SCARY OFFER!"!j"

$8.99 ONE
MEDIUM PIZZA
$12.99 TWO
MEDIUM PIZZAS

DELUXE, MEATZZA,
HAWAIIAN OR VEGI PIZZA
Domino's Pepperoni Pizza Feast is loaded|
Get one of these delicious medium
wilh hefly helpings of Pepperoni,
I
specialty pizzas for $8.99and get another
and Extra Cheese! Additional toppings
for only $4.00 more. Additional toppings
extra. Domino's Pan Pizza® available. |
extra. Coupon required.
Coupon Required. Expires 11/7/90.
Expires 11/7/90.
MEDIUM PIZZAS

I

J

EHH

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

12 oz. Cans available.
Save on a 6 pack of Coke.®
diet Coke® Now Available.

$5.00

OFF!

I
I

Order any large pizza wilh two
or more loppings and gel $5.00 off.
Coupon required.
Expires 11/7/90.

-n.
31

•
I

Vaid at ptrtidptfing atomonly. Not vdti vih inyalti* dtar.fticM i Vaid at paniciptfing storas only.Not vald nih anycthar offer.Pricas
Vald at participtfing storas only. Not vdti felh any othar offer fticat
may vary. Custom* pays safes tax wttara appfcabfe. Dairary araa I may vary. Custamar pays safes tax vrtttraappicabfe. Dafcary area II may vary. Custom* pays safes taxrrfMra appfcafcfe. Dafcaryaraa I
finiad to anaurs safedriving. Our drivarscarry feu than $20000ur • Miad to ansura sal# driving Our drivws cany feu than $20 OO.Our •• Smiladto anauraufedtrang. Ourdrivare carry feu than $20.00.0ur I
drivart art not panaizadtor lata cfcivtriat. DPS-90-204A
DPS-00-204^J^^w#ne<P,nifa,d,tl,l,,#d,lvwi*
DPS-90-204(^l

I

30 MINUTE DELIVERY OR $3.00 OFF. GUARANTEED.
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(Continued from page 2)

(Continued from page 9)
has completed 111 of 195 passes for
1,693 yards and 16 touchdown passes
with only nine interceptions Kopp
has been named Big West Conference
player of the week....The team ranks
ninth in thecountry in total offenseand
16 th in scoringoffense Turner ranks
second in the nation in receiving yards
per game with an average of 114.57
yards per game....Freshman Jessie
Campbell rushed 11 times for 58 yards
in his second game as a collegiate
running back Junior wide receiver,
Jason Edwards, caught three passes
against New Mexico $tate and moved
into fourth placeon the all-time recep
tions list passing New York Giants
wide receiver Lionel Manuel....The last
time Pacific scored more than 60 points
in two straight games was during the
1949 season.
Volleyball- The team defeated San
Jose State Tuesday night in four games
15-11,15-10,7-15,15-3, improving to
19-1. The Lady Tigers ran their win
ning streak to 12 matches. Pacific has
won 25 consecutive games and 30 of
the last 31 games....CatheyScotlan had
five blocks against New Mexico State
increasing her total block record to
643. She needs 50 solo blocks to be
come number one on the block solo
list....She needs 28 total blocks to be
come number one in Big West Confer
ence history.....Melanie Beckenhauer
is number 13 in the nation in assists
average with 12.1 Krissy Fifer is
number one in the Big West in hitting
percentage with .399.

Macintosh Ilsi retains the most desired
features of the high-end, modular sys
tems—high performance, most moni
tor options, and industry-standard
NuBus expansion. The Macintosh Ilsi
provides built-in support for any of
four different monitors and up to 256
colors or shades of gray, as well as a
new sound input capability. Available
at the computer store immediately,
students, faculty and staff maypurchase
a base model Ilsi for $2,476 (after
discount but before tax). Additionally
Apple hasannounced a new, lower cost
color monitor, expected to cost lest
than $600.
Both the Macintosh Classic and the
LC will come with a keyboard, while

November 3
Homecoming Weekend
Jazz Concert
Parade
Volleyball

•
recycled paper each week. Please
doyourpartby
recycling this
and other
Jk

TI-68 Advanced Scientific Calculator

254 functions
Formula programming
Up to 36 memory registers
Statistical functions
Easy to use
And a great

Regularly $59.95 fl|

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

Happy birthday little Monkay! You
and I no longer need that old ID, so
psyche up for drinking legally (fi
nally!) Love, Monkay

Sale priced at

$49.95

#HH

. TEXAS FEN
INSTRUMENTS M

•• MB •• M just
™
WEEK.

•vnnnMn one
Kendra and Andy, Congratulations!
We are all so happy for you. If any
one was ever meant to be together it
was you two. We wish you all the
luck and love in the world, but know
you won'tneed it. Love, the sisters of
Tri-Delta

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

$5000 more!

This program works!
No investment needed.

gVl

• A no-risk investment
Regularly 27.95

Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
REPORTS
RESUMES
TERM PAPERS

sale priced at

$21.91

EXAS™
INSTRUMENTS
T

Professional quality documents
from your final drafts
Last Minute Papers?
Next Day Service
Available

Greg- When are we going to hit
Shamrocks again, you shark!
Kel- Thanks for all your insight!
Now to find someone to dance with.
-Cheryl.

Tl Business Analyst BA-35

Plus a chance at

Call 474-6241.

Matt- So how far did we g
way? Let's do it again soon!
-Slow Poke

Personal checks ok with in I

The Pacifican is printed on

CATCH THE WAVE!
Huge income potential! Spare-time,
Part-time, full-time. The entrepre
neurs dream where you work smart
not hard. Join the #1 Bio-tech
company sweeping the U.S.A. 24 Kristen -Always remember that it's
hour recorded message. 415-979- perfectly ok to cry. The difference
5453.
between a success and a failure is
that a success wipes up their tearsand
goes on, while a failure drowns in
them. We muststart a club for people
WOMAN'S 10-SPEED
who cry for no reason at all. Love,
For exercise or to just get around. Marshall.

PERSONALS

We Help Students
Prepare Resumes!!

Audiovox AFX-2000

Discounts to Students

AB Wordprocessing
944-0763

It's a fax!
It's a phone!
It's a copy machine!
And it's just $477.00!

Name:

LT Michael 1*r

Major credit cards accepted

For more information, call the Alumni Office

• CLASSIFIEDS
ADVERTISING EXECUTIVES
NEEDED!
Gain sales experience NOW! For
more information call Cheryl at9462155.

on your UOP account

Football
Alumni Awards
Reunions

glass and
^plastics.

HELP WANTED

not weann

*fX-!000

Phone number:

Message (25 words or less):

and a whole lot more!
,Sk

We can

P'obably have it in 48 hours or

Hand Hall
SALE ENDS 11/1/90 . NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY . I IMITFD rn c

LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

wousauthor

b i l l I,

